Fill in the blanks.

1. The teacher was impatient with the ....................... students.
   unattentive
   misattentive
   inattentive

2. The dark clouds suggest an ......................... storm.
   impending
   impending
   upending

3. The moderator maintained an ........................ manner throughout the furious
debate.

dispassive

impassive

unpassive

4. The government and the teacher’s union have reached an ..................

depasse

unpasse

impasse

5. Try to remain ........................... until you have heard both sides of the story.

impartial
6. The students are ....................... for vacations to begin.

7. The caterpillar is the ....................... stage of the butterfly.
8. What people wear to the party is ………………….

- unmaterial
- immaterial
- nonmaterial

9. A back injury kept him ………………… for three weeks.

- immobile
- unmobile
- nonmobile

10. He is known for making ………………… claims about his talent and success.

- unmodest
12. The assassination was one of history’s most ................. deeds.
English Vocabulary Exercise

He is known for making immodest claims about his talent and success.
The entrance is blocked by an immovable rock.
The assassination was one of history’s most ignoble deeds.